
Name ______________________________________________________________ 

CE1 Mrs T Homework 9 – Exam Practice Questions 
 

Exam Dates: Monday, 26/27 November 2020 

Homework due: Monday, 23 November 2020   
(Do the homework directly in your homework notebook or on this paper and glue it into the notebook.) 

 

FUN WITH WORDS 

I. Circle the odd one out.  

Example:       ruler          pen           paper          bed 

1.       rice       mango       strawberry      watermelon 

2.       brother      sister     grandfather        baby             

3.       black       colourful      yellow     green 

4.       socks      trousers         backpack       shoes                             

5.       rock       paper         scissor ball 
 

 

 

 

II. Write the letter of the correct definition beside the word. 

    The first has been done as an example. 
  

 

__f_1. ruler           a. a yellow fruit 

___ 2. pencil           b. a red fruit 

___ 3. books           c. used to write with 

___ 4. banana    d. used to write on in the classroom 

___ 5. strawberry   e. used for reading  

___ 6. white board   f. used to measure with 

III. Write the sentences:   

1. reads  /  She  / book  / animals / about / a 

                                                                                                          ______      . 

 

2. plays  /  Rosy  /  on  /  tennis  / Tuesday. 

___________________________________________________. 

 

3. has   /  sister.  /  Billy  /  big  / a    

 

___________________________________________________. 



 

Name: ______________________________________________________________ 

 

Let’s read a STORY  

 

Read the story carefully and answer the questions. 
 

Lila is a little girl. She is three years old. She can’t find her little pink rabbit with the white 

ears. Lila has a big sister Emily and a big brother Ralf. Emily has curly hair and is seven years 

old. Ralf has red hair and is nine years old. Ralf is going to help Lila find her pink rabbit. 

Emily is going to ride her new orange bike in the park. Ralf finds the rabbit under the green 

chair. He gives it to Lila. She is very happy. Lila loves her little pink rabbit.  

 

Example:   1. Who is three years old?  ________Lila_____________ 

2. Is Ralf a boy or a girl? _________________________________________ 

3. What colour is Lila’s rabbit?____________________________________ 

4. Who is seven years old? ________________________________________ 

5. Is Emily going to help Lila find her rabbit? _________________________ 

6. What is Emily going to do? ______________________________________ 

7. Where does Ralf find the rabbit? ________________________________ 

8. Would you be like Emily or Ralf if Lila asked you to help? ______________ 

Write a “T” if the sentence is TRUE. Write an “F” if the sentence is FALSE. 

Example:  

__T__ Lila is three years old. 

__F__  Ralf is eight years old. 

 

______ 1.  Lila has a big sister and a big brother. 

______ 2.  Emily has curly hair and is eight years old. 

______ 3.  Ralf is going to help Lila find her rabbit. 

______ 4.   Emily is going to ride her old red bike in the park. 

______ 5.  Ralf finds the rabbit on top of the bed.                                         


